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Letf(r) denote the smallest number of points in a non-bipartite r-regular graph 
of girth 4. It is known thatf(r) > 5r/2 and thatf(r) = 5r/2 if r is even. It is proved 
that f(r) - 5r/2 and exact values forf(r) are provided for odd integers of the form 
r = 4n - 1. Tight bounds for/(r) for odd integers of the form r = 4n + I are given. 
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1. INTR~DUCTI~N 
Herein we consider the following problem, originally studied by Sheehan 
[8,9]: find the smallest number of points in any non-bipartite r-regular 
graph of girth 4. Let f(r) denote the smallest number of points in such a 
graph. We will prove that f(r) - 5r/2, thereby disproving a conjecture of 
Sheehan [8]. Before proceeding we seek to place the problem in context. 
Terminology and notation used here can be found in Harary [6]. 
Since Turin published his famous theorem [lo] on extremal K,-free 
graphs, extremal graph theory has been extensively studied. For an up-to- 
date account of work in this area see the book by Bollobis [5]. Extremal 
“regular” graph theory consists of extremal problems in which the graphs are 
contained to be regular. Much of the work in this area has been confined to 
the study of cages. These problems involve finding the smallest graphs of 
given girth g and degree r. Such a graph is called an (r,g)-cage. A recent 
survey of work on cages, including a description of all known cages, is given 
by Wong [ 1 I]. 
It is well known that the only (r, 4)-cage is the complete bipartite graph 
K r,l. Hence the minimum number of points in an r-regular graph of girth 4 
is 2r. If we constrain the graphs to be non-bipartite the problem is more 
interesting. 
Sheehan [9] prove the following three theorems. 
THEOREM 1. f(r) > 5r/2 (r > 3). 
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THEOREM 2. f(r) = P/2 if r is even (I > 4). 
Denote by {x}e the smallest even integer not less than x. 
THEOREM 3. f(r) < { 8r/3 }, if r is odd (r > 3). 
Theorems 2 and 3 were established by finding the required graphs. 
Theorem 1 is interesting for a variety of reasons. We mention two results 
which are closely related to Theorem 1, one of Andrasfai, Erdos and Sos [ 11, 
and the other of Bauer, Bloom, and Boesch [3,4]. 
THEOREM 4 [ 11. Let n > 3. For any graph G at most two of the 
following properties hold: 
(1) K,dG 
(2) 6 > ((3n - 7)/(3n - 4))P 
(3) x(G) > n. 
Note that if x(G) > 3 then G cannot be bipartite. In this case 6 > 2p/5 
implies that G contains a triangle. 
THEOREM 5 [3,4]. There exists an r-regular triangle-j?ee graph on p 
points if and only ifp is even and p > 2r; or p is odd, r is even, and p > 5r/2. 
Note here that for odd p a triangle-free r-regular graph must be non- 
bipartite. Hence, for odd p, the only if part of Theorem 5 follows from 
Theorem 1. 
In this note we prove thatf(r) N 5r/2 if r is odd. In doing so we disprove 
the following conjecture of Sheehan. 
Conjecture. If r is an odd prime thenf(r) = { 8r/3},. 
More recently, the problem of finding f(r) for odd r was studied by 
Harary and Kovics [7]. Define the odd (even) girth of a graph G to be the 
length of a shortest odd (even) cycle in G. Denote by t(r, a, b) the minimum 
number of points in an r-regular graph having even girth a and odd girth b. 
Clearly f(r) = t(r, 4,5). Harary and Kovics left the computation of t(r, 4,5) 
for odd r as an open question. 
In Section 2 we specify f(r) exactly for odd integers of the form 4n - 1. 
We first show that f(3) = 8 and then prove the next result. 
THEOREM 6. For n > 2,f(4n - 1) = 10n. 
In Section 3 we establish that f(r) < {5r/2}, + 6 as follows. 
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THEOREM 7. For n > 3, 10n + 6 <f(4n + 1) < lO(n + 1). 
As a consequence of Theorem 2 one might be led to believe that f(r) = 
{5r/2}, if r is odd. A major consideration in both Theorems 6 and 7 is to 
prove this is not the case unless r = 3,5, or 9. 
Finally, we summarize our results in Section 4 by providing all known 
values off(r). It remains an open problem to exactly specify f(r) for all odd 
values of r. 
2. r=4n-1 
In this section we completely specify f(r) when r is an odd integer of the 
form 4n - 1. First note that by Theorems 1 and 2, f(3) = 8. We need the 
following two lemmas. Lemma 1 was proved by Sheenan and Lemma 2 is 
well known. 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a non-bipartite r-regular graph of girth 4. If G has 
f(r) points then G contains C, as a subgraph. 
LEMMA 2. There exists a regular bipartite graph of degree k, 1 < k < n, 
onpointsets V,and Vz,ifIV,I=IV,I=n. 
THEOREM 6. For n > 2, f(4n - 1) = 10n. 
Proof. We first demonstrate that f(4n - 1) < 10n. Consider the graph G 
in Fig. 1. Each point set Vi, 0 < i < 9, is isomorphic to nK, . The edges of G 
joining points sets Vi to Vi+ ,, i = 0,2,4,6, 8, represent regular bipartite 
subgraphs of degree n - 1. This is possible by Lemma 2. All other edges 
signify complete bipartite subgraphs. Clearly G is a (4n - 1)-regular non- 
bipartite graph having girth 4. 
As a consequence of Theorem 1 it remains to show that f(4n - 1) # 
G: 
FIGURE 1 
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{5(4n - 1)/2}, = 10n - 2. Suppose there exists a non-bipartite (4n - l)- 
regular graph G having girth 4 and 10~1 - 2 points. By Lemma 1, G contains 
a 5-cycle C,. Label the points of C, a, b, c, d, and e consecutively. Now 
Z-I = G - C, has 10n - 7 points. Since each point in C, is adjacent to exactly 
4n - 3 points in H there are precisely 20n - 15 edges joining C, to H. 
However each point in H can be adjacent to at most two points in C,. Thus 
every point in H is adjacent to exactly two points in C, except one point, say 
U, which is adjacent to one point of C,. 
Let o be adjacent to e, and let X(Y) be those points in H adjacent to a(b). 
Clearly IX/= ) YI = 4n - 3 and Xn Y = 0. Denote by Z the remaining 
2n - 2 points in H - v. We claim that each point of Z is adjacent to both c 
and e. This follows since each point of Z is not adjacent to either a or b and 
must be adjacent to two points of C,. The remaining adjacencies between C, 
and H are as follows: 
(1) X=X’UX”, where X’nY’=0, lX’/=2n-1, IX”I=2n-2, 
and each point in X’(P) is adjacent to c(d). 
(2) Y=Y’UY”, where Y’nY”=QJ, IY’I=2n-1, IY”I=2n-2, 
and each point in Y’(Y”) is adjacent to d(e). 
Hence points in X’, X”, Y” are not adjacent to points in Z, Y’, Z, respec- 
tively. 
We now observe that each point in Y” must be adjacent to all points in X. 
Similarly each point in Z(P) is adjacent to all points in Y’(Z U {v}). Hence 
we have accounted for the adjacencies of all points in G - (X’ U Y’ U {v }). 
Now for v to have degree 4n - 1 it must be adjacent to 2n points in X’ U Y’. 
Noting the symmetry between X’ and Y’ assume, without loss of generality, 
that v is adjacent to f, points in X’ and 1, points in Y’, where 1 < I, < t, and 
t, > n. Let w  be a point in X’ adjancent to v. Since w  is adjacent to v, a, c 
and all points in Y” we have deg w  ( 2n + 1 + (2n - 1 - t2), where the last 
term represents those points in Y’ not adjacent to v. Hence deg w  < 4n - 
t, < 3n, a contradiction. m 
3. r=4n+l 
We now investigate f(r), where r is an odd integer of the form 4n + 1. By 
Theorems 1 and 3 we havef(5) = 14 andf(9) = 24. 
THEOREM 7. For n > 3, 10n + 6 <f(4n + 1) < lO(n + 1). 
Proof. To obtain the upper bound we refer to the graph G in Fig. 1. Now 
let each point set V,, 0 < i < 9, be isomorphic to (n + 1) K,, and let the 
edges joining point sets Vi to Vi+ 1, i = 0,2,4,6,8, represent regular 
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bipartite subgraphs of degree n - 2. As before, the remaining edges signify 
complete bipartite subgraphs. 
To achieve the lower bound it suffices, by Theorem 1, to showf(4n + 1) > 
10n + 4. Suppose G is a non-bipartite (4n + 1)regular graph of girth 4 
having 10n + 4 points. By Lemma 1, G has C, as a subgraph. Label the 
points of C, a, b, c, d, and e consecutively. Each point in C, is adjacent to 
exactly 4n - 1 points in H = G - C,. Hence there are 20n - 5 edges joining 
C, to H. Since each point in H can be adjacent to at most two points in C, 
we have the following two cases. 
Case 1. Of the 10n - 1 points in H, 10n - 3 are adjacent to two points 
in C,, 1 is adjacent to 1 point in C,, and 1 is not adjacent to any point in 
C,* 
Case 2. Each of 10n - 4 points in H is adjacent to 2 points in C, and 3 
points in H are each adjacent to 1 point in C,. 
Proof of Case 1. Let u be the point in H which is adjacent to 1 point in 
C,, say e, and let v be the point in H which is not adjacent to any point in 
C, . Denote by X( I’) the 4n - 1 points of H adjacent to point a(b) and let Z 
be the remaining 2n points of H - v. Clearly u E Z. Furthermore, 
(1) X=X’UX”, where X’nX”=p!,, lX’I=2n, lX”I=2n-1, and 
each point in X/(X”) is adjacent to c(d). 
(2) Y = Y’ U Y”, where Y’ n Y” = 0, 1 Y’ / = 2n, 1 Y” I= 2n - 1, and 
each point in Y’(Y”) is adjacent to d(e). 
(3) Each point in Z-u is adjacent to both c and e. 
Claim 1. X” and Y” form a complete bipartite subgraph. Suppose 
w  E X” is not adjacent to s E Y”. For w  to have degree 4n + 1 it must be 
adjacent to all points in Y” U Z U {v} except s. Similarly s must be adjacent 
to all points in {v} U X - W. Hence v is not adjacent to any point in 
XV Z U Y”, for otherwise a triangle is formed. Thus deg v < 2n + 2, a con- 
tradiction. 
Claim 2. Point v is not adjacent to any point in Y’. Suppose v is 
adjacent to w  E Y’. By Claim 1, v is adjacent to at most 2n - 1 points in 
X” U Y”. Hence v is adjacent to at least two points in X’ U Z. If v is 
adjacent to more than two points in X’ UZ then w  cannot have degree 
4n + 1. Thus we assume v is adjacent to points s and t in X’ U Z, where we 
assume t # U. For v to have degree 4n + 1 it must be adjacent to all points in 
Y, hence t is not adjacent to any point in Y’. Thus deg t < 2n + 3, a con- 
tradiction. 
Claim 3. Point v is not adjacent to any point in X” U Y”. Suppose v is 
adjacent to 1 points in X”, where 1 < I < 2n - 1. Call one such point W. By 
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Claims 1 and 2 u is not adjacent to any point in Y. Hence u is adjacent to at 
least 2n + 1 - 1 points in Z. But w  must be adjacent to at least 2n - 1 points 
in Z. Thus u and w  form a triangle with some point in Z, a contradiction. By 
an analogous argument u is not adjacent to a point in Y”. 
As a result of Claims 1, 2, and 3 we reach the contradiction that 
deg 2) < 4n, completing Case 1. 
Proof of Case 2. There are five (nonisomorphic) ways in which three 
points of H can be adjacent to a single point in C,. The remainder of the 
argument is unfortunately lengthy and we refer the interested reader to [2]. 
4. SUMMARY 
We have defined f(r) to be the smallest number of points in any non- 
bipartite r-regular graph of girth 4. If r is even, f(r) = 5r/2. If r is an odd 
integer of the form 4n - 1, thenf(3) = 8 andf(4n - 1) = 10n for n > 2. Our 
knowledge is incomplete for odd integers of the form 4n + 1. We know 
f(5) = 14, f(9) = 24, and, as a consequence of Theorems 3 and 7, 
f(4n + 1) = 10n t 6 for 3 < n Q 5. The smallest value of r for which we do 
not know f(r) is r = 25. It is an open problem to determine if f(25) = 66. 
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